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OBJECTIVE: The phenotypic description of prenatal Klinefelter syn-
drome (KS), or 47,XXY, is currently limited to case reports. There is
a gap in knowledge regarding prenatal presentation of KS. We hy-
pothesize that a significant percentage of pregnancies complicated by
fetal KS will have associated ultrasonographic findings.
STUDY DESIGN: We retrospectively identified all fetuses with cytoge-
netically confirmed 47,XXY in the prenatal period or up to age 5
years, with prenatal records available for review from four prenatal
diagnostic referral centers between 2006 and 2019. Ultrasound re-
ports were reviewed to assess for the presence of increased nuchal
translucency (NT) and abnormalities at the second trimester anat-
omy ultrasound. Additionally, we reviewed results of cell free DNA
and serum analyte testing to inform our understanding of prenatal
screening tests in the setting of fetal KS.
RESULTS: A total of 42 subjects with confirmed cytogenetic diagnosis
of 47,XXY and prenatal records available for review were identified:
38 had a prenatal diagnosis of KS and 4 had a postnatal diagnosis.
One case was excluded as cytogenetic analysis demonstrated mosaic
KS, leaving a cohort of 41 subjects. NT was increased �3.0mm in 6
of 26 (23.1%) of cases that had a documented measurement. A
second trimester anatomical survey was available for review in 24/41
affected pregnancies. In 7 of 24 (29.2%) ultrasounds, a fetal ab-
normality was identified. These include 3 brain anomalies, 1 cardiac
abnormality, 1 echogenic bowel, and 2 limb abnormalities (table). In
subjects who had cell free DNA performed, 92.6% had a positive
result for 47,XXY (25/27); in subjects who had serum analytes
performed, 36.3% (4/11) had a positive result.
CONCLUSION: This case series expands our knowledge of the prenatal
presentation of KS by identifying 1st and 2nd trimester fetal sono-
graphic abnormalities as well as serum analyte abnormalities.
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OBJECTIVE: Data are mixed regarding preterm birth (PTB) rates
during the COVID19 pandemic, with many reports suggesting a
decrease in PTB. We sought to determine the rates of short cervix
and PTB in our cohort during the pandemic.
STUDY DESIGN: This was a retrospective cohort study of women with
singleton gestations presenting for anatomical survey between 16
and 24 weeks and delivering at a single-institution in NYC, where
universal transvaginal cervical length (TVCL) screening is performed
at anatomical survey and universal testing for COVID19 is per-
formed at delivery. Included women had TVCL measurements be-
tween March and May, 2020 and delivered before 8/17/2020. Women
with incomplete outcome data were excluded. Our primary
outcome, cervical shortening, defined as TVCL <2.5cm was
compared between exposure groups: women who ever tested positive
for SARS-CoV-2 by RT-PCR or IgG positive by serology at any time
during the pregnancy and those testing negative. Secondary out-
comes included spontaneous PTB (sPTB), preterm prelabor rupture
of membranes (PPROM) and other adverse perinatal outcomes.
Data were abstracted from electronic medical records and compared
between groups. The rate of sPTB was then compared to a historical
cohort in the same delivery time period.
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RESULTS: 316 women were included. Hispanics were dispropor-
tionally affected by COVID19 (Table 1). Of 60 COVID+ women, 33
(55%) women had positive RT-PCR, most with mild symptoms, and
53 (88%) women had positive IgG near delivery. There were no cases
of short cervix in the positive group. The data suggest a higher rate
of PPROM in the positive group but after controlling for con-
founders, our numbers were too small to confirm this difference
(aOR 2.34, 95% CI 0.84-6.46) (Table 2). Similarly, there was no
difference in sPTB rates between the groups (aOR 1.35, 95% CI
0.48-3.75). Further, there was no difference in sPTB relative to the
same time period in 2019 (2.9% vs 3.1%, p¼0.68).
CONCLUSION: In our cohort, COVID19 RT-PCR or IgG positive pa-
tients had a similar to slightly increased odds of cervical shortening,
sPTB, and PPROM compared to negative patients.
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OBJECTIVE: To describe variations in telehealth use for maternity care
among practices from metropolitan and rural/micropolitan counties
in the state of North Carolina (NC).
STUDY DESIGN: We conducted a web-based survey of telehealth use
among all practices in NC that provided prenatal care from July 14 to
September 15, 2020, with a particular focus on use during the
COVID-19 pandemic. Practices were identified through NC Med-
icaid’s statewide populations management strategy, Community
Care of NC’s Pregnancy Medical Home Program. County population
density was classified as rural, micropolitan, or metropolitan based
on definitions from the Core Based Statistical Areas by the US Office
of Management and Budget 2019. Types and frequencies of tele-
health use were compared between practices in rural and micro-
politan counties versus those in metropolitan counties. Analyses
were conducted using STATA 15 with a significance level of p<0.05.
RESULTS: 295 practices in NC were surveyed and 99 practices
responded (response rate: 34%). Responding practices represented
62/88 (70%) counties in the state with prenatal care practices.
Practices from metropolitan counties comprised 47.5% of survey
respondents. Eleven practices (22%) reported using telehealth prior
to the COVID19 pandemic and 63 (64%) reported using telehealth
during the pandemic. While the frequency of telehealth use was
higher in metropolitan counties as compared to rural/micropolitan
ones, this difference was not statistically significant (Table 1). Tele-
phone and video visits were the most common telehealth modalities
among all responding practices. There were no statistically signifi-
cant differences in the use of various modalities between rural/
micropolitan and metropolitan practices (Table 2).
CONCLUSION: During the COVID-19 pandemic in NC, there were no
significant differences in the use of telehealth to provide maternity
care or in the various individual telehealth modalities between rural/
micropolitan and metropolitan practices.
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